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The Challenge
Allergan is a multinational leader in the
pharmaceutical industry with operations
in over 100 countries. Over the last
several years, Allergan has experienced
more than 50 merger and acquisition
transactions; amidst this ever-changing
environment, it needed to protect itself
from complex threats like malicious
insiders and compromised accounts.
“One of the things we liked about Exabeam, frankly,
was that it was by far the quickest to deploy of any of
the technologies we looked at and we were able to
see value in it and evidence that it was actually doing
its analytics and giving us potential alerts within a few
days,” Mike Towers, CISO at Allergan.

The three primary benefits and value
propositions we see with Exabeam is
number one: it’s proactive, we have
really good capability to respond
to incidents after they happen and
Exabeam allows us to look at things and
potential indicators before they happen.
Number two: it provides a mitigation
to two of our most challenging risksdata exfiltration and insider theft, and
number three: it does so without a lot of
tweaking, a lot of consulting time-you
plug it into the network and it works.
Mike Towers
CISO
Allergan
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The Solution
Allergan implemented Exabeam’s user and entity
behavior analytics (UEBA) solution to proactively
protect itself from insider threats by ingesting
security data from its myriad of security solutions and
holistically analyzing that data to baseline normal
behavior for its operations. Once implemented,
Exabeam was able to proactively detect any deviation
from normal use or machine activity that might indicate
a potential security event was emerging.

The Result
Through the use of Exabeam Advanced Analytics,
Allergan was able to easily and proactively detect
insider threats and compromised credentials before
they developed into security breaches or loss of
intellectual property. Exabeam’s behavior-based
approach to threat detection delivered value for
Allergan out of the box, without the need for
extensive customization or lengthy professional
services engagements.

About Exabeam
Exabeam helps security teams outsmart
the odds by adding intelligence to their
existing security tools – including SIEMs,
XDRs, cloud data lakes, and hundreds of
other business and security products. Outof-the-box use case coverage repeatedly
delivers successful outcomes. Behavioral
analytics allows security teams to detect
compromised and malicious users that

were previously difficult, or impossible,
to find. Automation helps overcome staff
shortages by minimizing false positives and
dramatically reducing the time it takes to
detect, triage, investigate and respond. For
more information, visit www.exabeam.com.

To learn more about how Exabeam can help
you visit exabeam.com today.
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